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1. Extremist : انتہا پسند - شدت پسند : (Noun) A person who holds extreme views.

Radical - a person who has radical ideas or opinions.

2. Extremist, Radical, Ultra : انتہائی - شديد : (used of opinions and actions) far

beyond the norm.

Extremist political views.

Radical opinions on education. + More

Action - عمل - something done (usually as opposed to something said); "there

were stories of murders and other unnatural actions".

Beyond - زياده - in addition; "agreed to provide essentials but nothing beyond".

Extreme - انتہاء - the furthest or highest degree of something; "he carried it to

extremes".

Far - دور فاصلے پر - located at a great distance in time or space or degree; "He

has gone far away".

Clasp, Clench, Clutch, Clutches, Grasp, Grip, Hold - پکڑ - the act of grasping;

"he released his clasp on my arm".

Average, Norm - عام معيار - a statistic describing the location of a distribution;

"it set the norm for American homes".

Opinion, Ruling - فيصلہ - the reason for a court's judgment (as opposed to the

decision itself).

Individual, Mortal, Person, Somebody, Someone, Soul - شخص - a human

being; "The person who I told you about".

Secondhand, Used - استعمال شده - previously used or owned by another;

Next of Extremist

Extremity ہاته

An external body part that projects from the body.

Previous of Extremist

Extravert ہو رکهتا دلچسپی زياده سے چيزوں کی باہر جو شخص وه

(psychology) a person concerned more with practical

realities than with inner thoughts and feelings.
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How this page explains Extremist ?

It  helps  you  understand  the  word  Extremist  with

comprehensive  detail,  no  other  web  page  in  our

knowledge  can  explain  Extremist  better  than  this

page. The page not only provides Urdu meaning of

Extremist  but  also  gives  extensive  definition  in

English  language.  The  definition  of  Extremist  is

followed  by  practically  usable  example  sentences

which  allow  you  to  construct  you  own  sentences

based on it. You can also find multiple synonyms or

similar words on the right of  Extremist.  All  of  this

may  seem  less  if  you  are  unable  to  learn  exact

pronunciation  of  Extremist,  so  we  have embedded

mp3 recording of native Englishman, simply click on

speaker icon and listen how English speaking people

pronounce Extremist. We hope this page has helped

you understand Extremist in detail,  if you find any

mistake on this page, please keep in mind that no

human being can be perfect.
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"bought a secondhand (or used) car".

Sight, Survey, View - مشاہده - the act of looking or seeing or observing; "he

tried to get a better view of it".
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